
LUMBER
Kitchen Concept

Wood Grain Collection
The Classic styling at its very best. The beautiful cabinet doors 
create the impression of hand-built quality and the subtle 
woodgrain and warm honey tones of oak are punctuated 
with black granite worktops and bold metallic accessories. 
This pulls the whole look together.



The Old World techniques used to create textured finishes give a 
dwelling warmth, texture, and elegance that offer any home owner, 
architect or designer an opportunity to create a unique atmosphere. 
Requiring almost no maintenance, these finishes can be as simple or 
functional as you would like them to be.

seriesMODISH



Top10 Modish Series Woodgrain List

W 8101RW  Corcovado

W 8104NT  Michael Stripe

W 7114RT  Vir Orfeo

W 3189NT  Delicasy Caster

W 9115RT  Macassar Coffee

W 5133NT  Season Seagrass

W 5122NT  Seagrass

W 9118WT  Witch Cherry

W 3112NT  Safari Zebrano

W 9120RW  Murky Makassar



Beautiful kitchen cabinets accented with 
gorgeous wood grain, the luxury kitchen 
blends sparse elegance with rich woods. 
Wooden kitchen cabinets provide a so-
phisticated backdrop to the brilliant steel 
ovens and range hood, and bring the 
kitchen a simple modern elegance. A 
brilliant addition to kitchen line, the luxury 
kitchen makes a dynamic modern state-
ment for contemporary cooking

BOIS series



Top10 Bois Series Woodgrain List

EW 6412  Light Maple

EW 6487  Rattan Cane

EW 6420  Legno Rovere

EW 6414  Clifton Wenga

EW 5424  Rosy EbonyEW 9832  Equidae

EW 9359  Light Zebra

EW 6017  Piccolo Cane

EW 6445  Wild Cherry

EW 9064  Mohagony



If you’ve chosen wood cabinets, you’ll 
need to decide between leaving your 
wood in its natural state, which means 
to simply apply a clear varnish; staining 
it, which will add color, but still allow the 
grain of the wood to show through; and 
painting it, which adds opaque color and 
obscures the grain. This choice depends 
solely upon your own personal preferenc-
es, although if you’ve chosen a very ex-
pensive wood, it’s a bit silly to cover it up 
with paint! Plus, painting kitchen cabinets 
can take time and the paint color may 
not look as classic as the color of natural 
wood.

MEDLEY
series



STEP 1 - Choose your cabinet colors. Kitchen cabinets typically 
take up 50% of your budget and occupy about 40% of the visual 
space in your kitchen. For these reasons, most people start out 
by choosing a cabinetry color that fits their tastes before choosing 
other colors in their kitchen. 

STEP 2 - Choose your appliance colors. Your cabinetry cannot be 
finalized until you know which appliances you intend to buy. As fo-
cal points, your sink and appliances can have a big impact on your 
kitchen color scheme. 

STEP 3 - Choose your countertop colors. Your kitchen countertops 
are close to eye level and will occupy a large portion of your visual 
space. Be sure to bring a sample of your cabinetry color to help you 
choose a coordinating countertop color. 

STEP 4 - Choose your flooring colors. When selecting a kitchen 
floor color, be sure it coordinates well with the cabinets, counter-
tops, and appliances, as well as with the floors in adjoining rooms. 

STEP 5 - Choose your backsplash colors. By now your kitchen 
color scheme is nearly complete. There are many backsplash op-
tions that can either coordinate or clash with your color scheme, 
so if you need extra help, don’t hesitate to enlist the services of a 
designer when selecting a backsplash. 

STEP 6 - Choose your wall colors. This is the often forgotten 
backdrop to the overall color scheme. While your walls are of-
ten covered with cabinets, it’s a good practice to choose a wall 
color that coordinates well with the more prominent elements in 
the kitchen. 

STEP 7 - Choose your hardware colors. Your faucets and cabi-
net handles are installed last, after the cabinets and granite have 
been completed. While it is common to coordinate the faucets and 
handles colors, it is not required.

Choosing from an unlimited number of 
kitchen color schemes can be a daunting 
task. Here are seven essential steps to 
take when selecting colors for your kitchen 
remodel. While it may be helpful, it is not 
necessary to follow these steps in order. 

Kitchen 
Planning 
Schemes

Lumber 2001

Lumber 2004

Lumber 2002

Lumber 2005

Lumber 2003

Lumber 2006



9mm Layer Wood

15mm Layer Wood

Formica Solid Surface

So-if Surface

Aluminium Frame with Handle

Glass
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About Fokus Sari

 Since 2004, Fokus Sari Sdn Bhd has firmly established itself as a Property 
& Construction to become one of the player to create “DREAM HOME BUILDER” for 
the market.

 Our  core  businesses  are  specializing  in  construction  and design  for  
residential & commercial project, to become the property player in the market and 
also manufacturer in custome made furniture products.

 To become the player for the construction and property in the market, we 
alway promise to give our “Trustee” to our customer. As a Dream Home Builder we 
create a interior design department to give the ideal to serve our current market. 
Due to increasing demand for our furniture products, we are now moving to a new 
factory in order to cater the orders as part of our commitment to provide flexible  and  
personalised service to all our valued customers.

The Quality Product by:

Home Cooking Make Comfortable


